Macedonian is a south-Slavic analytical language and displays a free WO sentential model, with an objective general scheme of SVO and a major role of the functional sentence perspective in the lining of constituents. Adverbials, especially time adverbials, are known to be extremely mobile (even in English, which is a configurational language), but still they mirror a certain pattern of adverbials in general or even sub-patterns of their own. In this paper, the findings of a comparative corpus-based research of the position of time adverbials in English and Macedonian are presented. The accent is on the definite results in the patterns of positioning temporal adverbials in Macedonian, as well as the TA positional correlation in both languages, English and Macedonian.
Introduction
Positional analysis of sentence elements in a free WO language often seems unfruitful and vain. However, with our research of time adverbials in Macedonian, we have come to certain results which prove that patterns of TA placement in the Macedonian sentence do exist.
For the purpose of the research, a research corpus was compiled of mostly literary works (and fewer academic) by Macedonian authors, and their equivalent translations into English by English native speakers. The results for the positional characteristics of TA are considered to be highly relevant because discussed in the Problems section of this paper.
The research generally possesses a comparative nature, where the TA positional features in Macedonian (as a free WO language) are compared to those in English (as a highly configurational language).
Nomenclature

TA(s) temporal adverbial(s)
WO word order VP verb phrase SVO, VOS, SOV subject-verb-object, verb-object-subject, subject-object-verb
WO in Macedonian and English
Macedonian is a free WO south-Slavic analytical language, which employs the general features of WO of the Slavic languages basic WO is considered to be (S)VO, which is also called natural and objective (Minova-Gjurkova), and subjective WO of different types OV(S), VO(S), (S)OV, etc. The subject is often left out because of the complex verb-inflectional system for tense, person, number, and somewhere gender. English, in turn, is a highly configurational language which strictly follows the SVO patterns (in canonical sentences), where sentence positions have the capacity to assign functions to the sentence elements.
TA s are optional sentence elements in both languages; they convey additional information concerning the temporal circumstances in the sentence. As such, they are the most mobile sentence elements in the English sentence, occupying every single sentence position available to adverbials. According to Biber et al. (1999) , they are the single adverbial type which appears fairly frequently in initial positions (25%), in comparison to the 4% of place adverbials. (Over 50% of English adverbials tend to be sentence-final, Quirk et al.1985.) In Macedonian, the sentence positions of TA s have not been researched before because of the free WO and on the grounds of the assumptions that implications of such research would be insignificant. We are going to show otherwise.
TA positions in English and Macedonian
For accurate and adequate comparative positional specifications in English and Macedonian, we have created single positional criteria for both languages, as seen in Table 1 . The criteria are basically based on the ones in the English grammar of Biber et al (1999) , though the nomenclature stems from the research of Quirk et al. (1985) . In Macedonian, positional criteria have not been devised so far (according to our knowledge), so we simply adjusted the English criteria to the Macedonian free WO. If a given sentence does not include all the sentence elements of the specifications in Table 1 , the initial and final positions are selected as primary positions. Table 2 and Table 3 show the positional distribution of TA in the three basic positions in both languages (initial, medial and final), as well as the three variations of medial position (medial-initial, medial-medial, and medial-final). This criterion includes all the positions between the auxiliary verbs. However, we have witnessed very few examples of sentences with more than 2 auxiliaries. We have already stated that in Macedonian the subject can easily be omitted due to heavy inflection of the verbs. In such cas es TA s can -case, but the exposed TA at the beginning of the sentence. Its position is considered initial, following the criterion for initial position
The number of relevant corpus examples is 2960 out of 3160. The remaining 200 examples lack a translational equivalent and thus cannot be analysed. Of all the relevant examples (2960), 57% (1690) keep their position after translation.
Initial position of TA s
In the overall corpus, TA occupy the initial position mostly, which can be attributed to the nature of the literary corpus and the need for setting of the time frame in the sentence/paragraph, as well as the designation of the temporal order of events (with deictic TA s such as now, then, afterwards, etc.).
However, there are other language-specific reasons for the 20% lesser representation of TA s in initial position in English: adverbialization in Macedonian, and the topic-initial intrinsic feature of Macedonian.
Adverbialization is an ongoing process of grammaticalization in Macedonian, where two or more words (two adverbs, adverb and noun, adverb and preposition, etc.) grow together and become an adverb. It is not an absolute process; we are more likely to distinguish between different levels of adverbialization. Usually the strongly adverbializaed compositions tend to be written together, while the loose ones tend to form only accentual units (Elson, 1993) 
. Such examples are: navreme (on time), navecher (in the evening), dopladne (till noon), napladne (at noon), odvreme-navreme (from time to time), nautro (in the morning), prekunokj (during the night), zavchera (the day before yesterday), zadutre (the day after tomorrow), etc.
TA s from the initial position in Macedonian which change their sentence location in translation usually tend to occupy the final position in the English translational equivalent. This can be evidenced in 467 sentence examples, in comparison with the other relocations (usually to medial positions) which are far fewer (less than 100).
Medial position of TA s
The medial positions (apart from medial-initial) are more characteristic for English than Macedonian. TA s usually appear in medial-initial position in the English equivalents when translating subject-less sentences, and in medial-medial position when using progressive/perfect tenses and passive voice in the English translational equivalent. (Macedonian corresponding tenses to these forms rarely use two-partite VPs).
Final position of TA s
The final position of TA s is very typical for the English language. In this research, 55% of the TA s which change their position go to final position.
Definite differences in sentence position of TA s the case of pak
Pak (again) is a deictic TA which encodes many other semantic and pragmatic values (presupposition, frequency, etc.) . However, the temporality of pak is often accepted to be its most common semantics, which is a reason why it was included in this research.
From Table 4 below it can be concluded that the position of pak in Macedonian is mostly preverbal, while the position of again in the English translational equivalents is mostly post-verbal. 
Problems and conclusion
Works of native English translators from Macedonian into English were extremely difficult to find, and sometimes Macedonian translators also joined the translation projects. However, since TA was not their primary concern, we believe that their intrinsic knowledge of the mother tongue was imposed on TA s and were positioned quite correctly. Other issues were the nature of the original texts (mostly literary), which could have imposed specific findings, as well as their personal styles (e.g. some authors used specific TA s more than others).
-position research of a free WO language and succeeded in proving that there is still certain patterning. We hope, through a research similar to this one, to be able to prove that about the obligatory elements in the future.
